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13 Abstract—The ventral tegmental area (VTA) in the brain’s

reward circuitry is composed of a heterogeneous population

of dopamine, GABA, and glutamate neurons that play impor-

tant roles in mediating mood-related functions including

depression. These neurons project to different brain

regions, including the nucleus accumbens (NAc), the medial

prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and the amygdala. The functional

understanding of these projection pathways has been

improved since the extensive use of advanced techniques

such as viral-mediated gene transfer, cell-type-specific

neurophysiology and circuit-probing optogenetics. In this

article, we will discuss the recent progress in understanding

these VTA projection-specific functions, focusing on

mood-related disorders.
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29INTRODUCTION OF HETEROGENEITY OF
30NEURONS IN THE VENTRAL TEGMENTAL
31AREA (VTA)

32Midbrain dopamine (DA) neurons located in the VTA have

33been shown to play a key role in several disorders

34including schizophrenia, drug addiction and mood

35disorders such as depression (Marinelli and White,

362000; Krishnan et al., 2007; Cao et al., 2010; Valenti

37et al., 2011; Chaudhury et al., 2013; Friedman et al.,

382014). Classically, the VTA was thought to consist of

39DA neurons characterized by a slow firing rate, irregular

40or burst events, and a broad waveform (Yim and

41Mogenson, 1980; Grace and Onn, 1989). However, stud-

42ies have shown that while the majority of cells in the VTA

43are dopaminergic (�70%), there are also small percent-

44ages of both GABA (�30%) and glutamatergic (�2–3%)

45neurons in this region (Yamaguchi et al., 2007; Nair-

46Roberts et al., 2008). Additionally, certain subpopulations

47of neurons have been shown to co-release two transmit-

48ters (Sulzer et al., 1998; Stuber et al., 2010; Tritsch

49et al., 2012). Furthermore, distinct VTA DA neurons that

50project to limbic regions including the nucleus accumbens

51(NAc), medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), as well as the

52amygdala are important in mood regulation (Wise and

53Bozarth, 1985).

54The advent of optogenetics, in addition to major

55advances in viral-mediated gene transfer, has allowed

56for the dissection of neural circuits in both a cell-type

57and projection-specific manner (Lobo et al., 2010;

58Lammel et al., 2011; Chaudhury et al., 2013; Tye et al.,

592013). Here, we will focus on studies that have investi-

60gated both the functional and anatomically distinct cir-

61cuits. Specifically, we will focus on studies that

62investigated the VTA neurons and their projections to

63the NAc, mPFC, and amygdala and their dysfunction in

64mood disorders.
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65 REWARD CIRCUITRY DYNAMICS/FIRING
66 PROPERTIES OF VTA NEURONS

67 Classically, midbrain DA neurons have been identified by

68 their broad action potential waveforms and two modes of

69 firing patterns, low-frequency tonic firing (1–5 Hz) and

70 transient high-frequency burst or phasic firing (>15 Hz)

71 (Yim and Mogenson, 1980; Grace and Onn, 1989;

72 Lammel et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2009; Walsh et al.,

73 2013). Further studies performed in non-human primates

74 suggested that phasic activation of DA neurons was

75 found to serve more in denoting the occurrence in

76 reward-related stimuli than actually mediating the hedonic

77 effects of reward (Schultz, 1998b). More specifically,

78 single-unit recordings in non-human primates performing

79 an operant task demonstrated that DA neurons could be

80 activated by conditioned, reward-predicting stimuli

81 (Schultz, 1998a). Occurrence of reward in the absence

82 of a conditioned stimulus (CS) induces phasic activation

83 of DA neurons. Further, itQ4 was seen that when a CS pre-

84 dicted the occurrence of reward phasic firing was elicited

85 immediately following the CS prior to the onset of the

86 reward. Finally, phasic activation of DA neurons occurs

87 following a CS, however, in the failure of a reward, DA

88 neurons are depressed at the exact expected time of

89 the reward. Further studies in non-human primates

90 showed that with multiple predictive stimuli phasic activa-

91 tion only occurred after the first predictive stimuli

92 (Ljungberg et al., 1992). This suggests that it is the unpre-

93 dictable occurrence of a reward-related stimulus that

94 results in phasic activation.

95 Interestingly, studies around that time also showed

96 that a small subpopulation of DA neurons exhibit phasic

97 activation in response to aversive stimuli, such as air

98 puff to the hand in non-human primates (Mirenowicz

99 and Schultz, 1996); however, such stimuli were non-nox-

100 ious. More recently, studies in C57/BL6 mice have shown

101 that VTA DA neurons have substantial phasic activation

102 to noxious stimuli depending on projection or neurochem-

103 ical identity (Lammel et al., 2011, 2012). These studies

104 were done using advanced viral techniques that have

105 allowed us to more accurately parse out the different pop-

106 ulations of VTA DA neurons.

107 Initially, many in vitro slice-recording experiments,

108 performed both in mice and rats, suggested that VTA

109 DA neurons were a homogenous population (Ungless

110 et al., 2001; Argilli et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2008;

111 Stuber et al., 2008), based on the presence of low-

112 frequency pacemaker activity, a broad action potential,

113 or the presence of an Ih current mediated by hyperpolar-

114 ization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated cation channels

115 (HCN channels) (Kitai et al., 1999; Shi, 2009). In fact,

116 some studies performed both in C57/BL6 mice and

117 Sprague–Dawley rats, identified GABA neurons of the

118 VTA as those lacking an Ih, thus possibly including those

119 DA neurons now known to lack this current and skewing

120 the interpretation of results (Ungless et al., 2001; Argilli

121 et al., 2008). Notably, the physiological burst firing that

122 is exhibited in VTA DA neurons is absent in in vitro brain

123 slice preparations, suggesting that it is a connectivity

124 property only seen in vivo (Grace and Onn, 1989). It is

125important to note that the criteria for identifying VTA DA

126neurons have generated some controversy (Ungless

127and Grace, 2012). Specifically, recent studies performed

128in both C57/BL6 and DBA/2J mice, as well as in TH-Cre

129rats, have shown that some VTA DA neurons have either

130a small or no Ih current that is dependent upon its

131projection region (Ford et al., 2006; Lammel et al.,

1322008; Zhang et al., 2010; Witten et al., 2011; Friedman

133et al., 2014). Other studies in albino rats of the Wistar-

134derived strain and in C57/BL6 mice have shown that not

135all VTA DA neurons undergo DA-induced inhibition

136(Bannon and Roth, 1983; Lammel et al., 2008). These

137studies suggest that VTA DA neurons are not in fact

138homogenous, but exhibit varying physiological character-

139istics (Table 1).

140NEUROCHEMICAL HETEROGENEITY OF VTA
141NEURONS

142Early in vitro electrophysiological studies, performed in

143Sprague–Dawley rats, classified DA neurons of the VTA

144as the primary population of neurons (Grace and Onn,

1451989; Schultz, 1998a). However, later studies note that

146other populations of cells also exist within the VTA, GAB-

147Aergic, as well as glutamatergic neurons (Nair-Roberts

148et al., 2008). Interestingly, studies performed in guinea-

149pigs show a small set of VTA neurons, some of which

150are dopaminergic that distinctly hyperpolarized to seroto-

151nin and opioids (Cameron et al., 1997). The neurochemi-

152cal identities of all of these neurons still remain

153uncharacterized. GABAergic neurons within the VTA of

154Sprague–Dawley rats, exhibit a large amount of heteroge-

155neity with a large range of action potential durations, firing

156rates, as well as both Ih(+) and Ih(�) cells (Margolis et al.,

1572012). They constitute approximately 15–20% of the

158entire neuronal population (Margolis et al., 2012) and syn-

159apse onto both DA and non-DA VTA neurons (Bayer and

160Pickel, 1991; Omelchenko and Sesack, 2009). Similar to

161DA VTA neurons, GABAergic VTA neurons may also play

162diverse roles in behavioral responses.

163Some neurons in the VTA of both Sprague–Dawley

164rats and VGLUT1 kockout mice, express vesicular

165glutamate transporter 2 (VGLUT2), a marker of

166glutamatergic neurons, and are 2–3% of the total

167neuronal population, being located primarily in the

168rostro-medial portion of the VTA (Fremeau et al., 2004;

169Nair-Roberts et al., 2008). All cells contain glutamate for

170their role in protein synthesis, however, for exocytotic

171release, the VGLUTs are required (Reimer and

172Edwards, 2004; Takamori, 2006). Studies of cultured

173DA neurons express high levels of VGLUT2 (Dal Bo

174et al., 2004). Post-mortem brain analysis studies have

175used in situ hybridization to show that VTA DA neurons

176express VGLUT2 mRNA in the intact brain (Dal Bo

177et al., 2008; Berube-Carriere et al., 2009). Additionally,

17825% of DA neurons in the midbrain of a mouse express

179VGLUT2 at birth as measured by single-cell RT-PCR,

180with this decreasing to 14% at 6-weeks of age (Mendez

181et al., 2008). However, the exact physiological role these

182neurons play remains to be elucidated.
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